
Study skills resources
From galorepark.co.uk
Available as a download: year planner (page 31), weekly planner (page 31), topic checklist (page 32), 
subject checklist (page 32) and assessment forms (pages 69, 77 and 78).

Useful websites
www.acceleratedlearning.com: The Accelerated Learning Method is based on research over the past 25 
years into how the brain works. Publications and courses use these methods as defined by Colin Rose, the 
founder of Accelerated Learning in the UK.

www.alistairsmithlearning.com: Alistair Smith has been described as the UK’s leading trainer in modern 
learning methods. He brings an understanding of the ‘science’ of learning to the ‘art’ of teaching. 

www.elizabethholtom.co.uk: Author of this book, I provide study skills training for pupils, teachers and parents.

www.fabresearch.org: Food and Behaviour (FAB) Research promotes, supports and carries out scientific 
research into the effects of nutrition and diet on human behaviour, learning and mood.

www.inspiration.com: For visual mapping, outlining, writing and making presentations, use Inspiration® 
9. This helps pupils brainstorm their ideas and group them in a range of visually appealing formats, in 
particular in a mind map.

www.prezi.com/prezi-for-education: This online presentation software can help make you a great 
presenter. It enables you to present the overview of a topic and then zoom in and out of the detail in a 
visually compelling way.

www.time2revise.co.uk: A computerised version of Jane Mitchell’s concertina file reviewing method.

www.tonybuzan.com: the official website of Tony Buzan, the inventor of mind maps, author of over  
100 books and expert on the brain and thinking.

Apps for smart learning
This is just a small selection from the huge range of apps available.

Study skills websites and apps
Brainscape: a flashcard app with built-in repetition. You rate how well you know each concept, on a scale of 1–5, 
and Brainscape determines the right time to review.

Flashcard apps: numerous apps are available to help you learn things more quickly.

iMindMap: the mind mapping app endorsed by the inventor of mind maps, Tony Buzan

Quizlet: a study website for everything from vocabulary for new languages to general knowledge.

Reading and writing apps
Audible: Downloadable books which can be listened to on a smartphone, tablet, mp3 player or laptop.

Notability: note taking that combines handwriting, photos and typing. Add detail in a variety of colours and fonts.

Pages: word processing on a mobile device with highlighting and voice recognition.

Equipment
Blank playing cards are available from:
Linney’s Colour Print, Adamsway, Mansfield, Notts NG18 4FL tel. 01623 450 450
The Helen Arkell Centre, Frensham, Farnham, Surrey GU10 3BW tel. 01252 792400
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